Quantitative RT-PCR reveals a ubiquitous but preferentially neural expression of the KIS gene in rat and human.
KIS is the only known protein kinase that possesses an RNA recognition motif. This original structure indicates a role for KIS in the maturation of RNAs possibly by phosphorylating and regulating the activities of RNA associated factors. Another function of KIS has recently been unravelled--it negatively regulates the cdk inhibitor p27Kip1 and thus promotes cell cycle progression through G1. In order to explore the functional expression of this kinase, we quantified its mRNA in a wide range of rat and human tissues, during development and in tumors. In both species, the highest level of KIS gene expression was in adult neural tissues. Interestingly, within the adult rat brain, KIS mRNA is enriched in several areas including the substantia nigra compacta and nuclei of the brain stem. Furthermore, KIS gene expression increases dramatically during brain development. Altogether our results point to a ubiquitous function for KIS together with a particular implication during neural differentiation or in the function of mature neural cells. No dysregulation of KIS gene expression was detected in human tumors from breast, bladder, prostate, liver and kidney origins. On the other hand, the KIS gene was overexpressed in NF1-associated plexiform neurofibromas and malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors (MPNSTs) as compared to dermal neurofibroma which suggests a possible implication of KIS in the genesis of NF1-associated tumors.